PROPHET 21 SHIPPING SOLUTION

Get enterprise shipping performance
with popular carrier programs
Programs like FedEx Ship Manager and UPS
Worldship have always been the sure way to
access 100% of available carrier services. At the
same time, Prophet 21 remains the best solution
to manage your business. Until now, accessing
carriers often meant implementing a costly TMS.
ShipLink provides a new, more powerful solution
that offers the simplicity and convenience of
carrier software with unprecedented control and
efficiency – all tightly integrated to your Prophet
21 system in under a day!

CONNECT WITH CARRIERS
ShipLink populates freight and parcel carrier
programs with a single click.
 Works from the Prophet 21 Shipment screen
or simple solution interface.
 Captures all order and pick ticket data,
including line item detail required for
international shipments.
 Handles customer and contact data, including
multiple email addresses required for
shipment status notifications.
 Provides tracking numbers and allocated
freight charges after each shipment.

OPTIMIZE DISTRIBUTION
PC-based ShipLink includes powerful
configuration tools and management utilities
to streamline the entire shipping process.
 Replaces manual processes with
advanced order and pick ticket
consolidation.
 Automates carrier account
and profile selection based
on order data.
 Provides flexible rules engine
to query user-defined fields,
select services, trigger
pop-up alerts, and apply
customized freight charges
to individual orders and
pick tickets.
 Dynamically processes
international goods data to
generate the most accurate
export documents
 Captures execution
logic, triggers invoice
generation options, and
powers tracking within
Prophet 21.
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1 Scan ShipLink instantly captures 100%
of pick ticket, order, customer and
inventory data
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2 Process ShipLink applies custom

business rules to optimize shipment

3 Consolidate ShipLink lets you add
orders and verifies ship-ability

4 Send ShipLink automatically populates
all fields in the selected carrier program

5 Weigh Carrier programs capture
weight and optional data

6 Ship ShipLink generates labels and
international documents

7 Update ShipLink sends tracking,

custom freight charge, order status, and
consolidated shipment memo data

Carrier
Programs
Ship Manager

WorldShip

Easy Ship

Stamps.com

E-Ship

SpeeDee Ship

LTL Freight

8 Close ShipLink completes end-of-day
process across multiple workstations,
and generates custom reports

WHAT SHIPLINK INCLUDES

START SHIPPING TODAY

ShipLink is a Windows PC client application that can run in multiple
locations and workstations without any additional server.

ShipLink deploys in hours and can
‘go-live’ within one day. With its
simple interface and use of existing
carrier programs, the solution
requires little training.

 Work Station
This window appears alongside carrier programs for users to
scan or enter one or more pick tickets, add cartons and
complete shipments.

 Administration System
This menu-driven, point-and-click utility allows for the quick
configuration of Prophet 21 integration components, carrier
accounts and business rules.

 Cloud Management
This utility maintains workstations, manages site back-ups, and
provisions carriers.

Join the hundreds of users around
the world that count on ShipLink to
power shipping for businesses large
and small.
Get started by calling 657.222.0500
for additional information and to
schedule a demonstration.
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